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Title word cross-reference

2 [BMP13], 4 [GGGBEM18], p [IAA18a], v [BSB16].
-algorithm [BSB16].
1 [WCS14], 12th [KDK13], 13th [FKW13], 14971 [FMC+15], 15939 [ADCG12], 18th [PP14], 19th [OP14].
3 [vdGK12]. 3.0 [MKMW18]. 31000 [BMM19]. 31000-based [BMM19]. 33014 [PHJ15].
4-year [MMJB16], 4th [PF18].
5 [GCMS14].
60880 [VMN14]. 61508 [VMN14]. 62304 [RFM16].
9 [LSBV17]. 9126 [ADCG12].
asynchrony [JGHA14]. attackers [IZJG18].
attribute [Jun12]. attributes [NBF18].
automate [GP16]. Automated
[AMW18, MLM16, VMTS13, WFB18, dGNFAT17, NBD17]. Automatic
[FHS13, WPVS14, NBCM17]. Automating
[SGD13]. Automotive
[Kra13, MCMW18, NRB13]. autonomous
[HMB18]. availability [BM13]. Avispa
[ABB14]. aware [MK18, PKY14].

B [FDM18]. back [TPB17]. bagging
[ZHC18]. balance [HD17]. Balanced
[dH13]. barriers [BBB18]. Base [KL18].
based [AMH15, ASACG13, ABQO14, ADFT16, AL15, AFL14, AYB18, BLM19, BH16, BSEA14, BCD16, CSD13, CS19, DRW14, DMT13, EKG18, EIA19, EMRF14, EKFP18, FTW16, GGGEM18, GP16, GEK14, GKEH18, dH13, IAA18b, JBAPT18, KMB17, KKT12, KÖ16, KST14, KY13, LMI17, MPS17, MA12, MCL18, NHLTL17, NSDP15, PCCP14, RLM19, RCL19, SLHS18, SKWD15, STW14, SGD13, TKS14, WSB14, ZK13, dSNF12, dGNA16, dGNFAT17]. basic
[CMG12]. Bayesian [PGAP17].
becoming [IZJG18]. BEFTIGRE
[CLAD17]. behavior [JMCC18].
behavioral [AHA17]. Behaviour
[CLAD17]. Behaviour-driven [CLAD17].
being [DT18]. benefits [JBAPT18, LMC16].
better [KL18, NXC13]. between
[ASG18, AN17, KJ14, KHD17, KMH15, LSVB16, LSVB17, MGW17, WFB18].
beyond [KPG14]. bi [SKWD15]. bi-level
[SKWD15]. Big [SKR15]. binary [QSM15].
Blended [CD19]. Blocks [WPVS14]. born
[CRC12]. bottlenecks [PRNR14]. bounds
[BGV18]. BPM [GCPM19]. BPMN
[AYB18]. BPMN-based [AYB18].
Brazil [GdOK18]. BS [GGGBEM18].
BSBAS [dH13]. Bug [W16, ATR17, NHLTL17, RHD16, SAK17, ZTGG16].
bugs [DRW14, KRR16, XLWZ15]. build
[NH14]. building [CPK15]. business
[ARD12, CPMS14, DMS12, GNOG18, JMR18, LWY16, NSBR12, PCCP14, Sch12, SZ12, Stu12]. bytecode [PB17].

C [HD17, GJ13, LSVB16, LSVB17]. Can
[KMH15, TPB17, Kra13]. capabilities
[FDM18]. capability
[CAO12, GdOK18, UC12, WCS14, SKTW14].
care [EKPH18, PDP18, WFB18]. Case
[TGE17, AN17, BLGZ18, BABW12, BCS18, EKV15, GP13, HD17, HZ14, KY13, KO13, LSW13, MGBA14, MBP16, MBMR19, NH14, PCMCAC14, RGS15, RCL19, VvV15].
cases [GRK17, KMB17]. catalog
[PGCM15]. Category [KL18]. causes
[RF16]. CC [LSB16, LSVB17]. centric
[NBD17, WPX13]. certification
[CPMS14, KBM12]. Challenges
[CKRK18, CdMS16]. CMG14, IK17, SK18, Cap13, KHR18, KJ14, SKK18, UWGP15].
Change
[JPW17, CMG12, CdMS16]. CMG14, CS19, EAK13, GHE17, HLP15, JGHA14, KPH12, HLE18, PH15, ZH18]. change-prone
[EA13]. change-proneness [ZHC18].
changes
[Bol13, CKS18, EAK13, EK18V18, HCL17, JRSS13, JPW17, TPB16].
changing [HD17, ZHA16]. characterisation
[CPMG19]. characteristics [SVK14].
Characterizing [SAEH16, TPB17]. check
[LP17]. checking
[FHS13, LHA16, NHLTL17, NL18]. Choice
[KL18, NPL12]. Choosing [PH15]. class
[AI15]. Classes [SVB17, EAK13].
classical [HD17, SKR15]. Classification
[AJP14, GJC18, LRM19, ZTGG16]. click
[IZJG18]. click-fraud [IZJG18]. Clone
[CS18, PTK13, BKZ13, GK13, Kos14, SSL15, SKR15]. Cloned [HG13]. clones
[KR15]. cloning [PCP18]. Cloud
[EKPH18, JPW17, CLAD17, FHS13].
criteria [HB16, IAA18a, KKT12], criterion [KL18], critical [CPR15, JN12, LYL12, Wal18], cross [HH12], cross-section [HH12], crosscutting [BCD16], crossroads [ZRB14], crowd [CdSdAM16], CSCW [TNLJ17], CSMR [Ano13, FKW13, MC14], Cultural [MVP12, BABW12], current [KKT12, LM18, SN14], currently [DT18], customer [KJ14, KPG14, RMAB15], customized [LMdVT12], cyber [BGV18, PDP18], cyber-physical [BGV18, PDP18], Cybersecurity [Wal18, MBMCP18], cycle [AOAG16, Sch12, ZPW12], cycles [Hou14], data [Al15, CSGR17, KMH15, LHEG18, RL14, Stu12, SKR15, ZPFV14, ZTG16, CS13], data-intensive [ZPFV14], Database [MAzGB18], databases [PCdGCP13], datasets [AHH17], debt [CWBC17, MB17], debugging [CS19], December [LSBV17], decision [El18, FPA17, GP16, HB16, JMcC18, dSLBF15, WK15], decision-making [JMCC18], decision-support [GP16], declarative [ZPW12], decomposition [VKpV13], Defect [CPR15, RLMC19], Defectivity [HH12], defects [HLWL15, JWP16, KCH17], definition [KPG14], delivery [RGS15], Delta [AMH15], Delta-based [AMH15], demand [HF12], demand-driven [HF12], demonstration [SGD13], demonstration-based [SGD13], dependence [DRW14, SJG14, UY13], dependence-based [DRW14], dependences [APL14, yCP12], dependencies [BPKZ16, KMH15, LHEG18, SS18], dependency [BPKZ16, JbAPT18], dependent [HMB18], dephase [JGHA14], deployed [SPC16], deployment [NSBR12], derivation [OMTR12], Deriving [Sha15], descriptions [DS17, LLLW18], Design [BCD14, CsZZ13, FMR13, WPVS14, BM13, BCD13, FAA17, NSBR12, OKO17, RTCL16, SGSGYO19], detailed [CPR15], detect [DP15], Detecting [ATR17, BMZP14, JGHA14, CKS18], detection [BCD14, CS19, GKI4, MAMN19, SSL15, SKR15, WFB18, ZPFV14], detectors [SK15], determining [DRW14], DEV [GP13], develop [GJC18], developer [CSGR17, KRR16, TBP17], developer-related [TBP17], developers [BCSS18, KPH12, KTHS16, MGN18, WPXZ13, XLWZ15], developing [MMC14, NBF18, PKY14], Development [LCM15, LMC16, AHA17, AOAG16, ASG18, Bab12, BM12a, BM13, BCC15, BH16, Cao12, CN12, CD19, DT18, DHH16, EIA19, FPA17, GS18h, GKS12, HD17, HGGASVD14, HLP15, HIA19, IAA18a, IAA18b, IK17, I17, JWP16, KLC14, KNN19, KGW13, Kru13, LSW13, LMDVT12, LLLW18, MMK16, MPS16, MGUA14, MA12, NMA17, NPLP12, OTM18, PL14, PBSA17, PRNR14, PK14, RCL19, RK18a, RK18b, RMCGLAM14, RFM16, SK18, SRSEGA14, SSK18, SAEH16, TGE17, TWFF18, TRC17, THP13, TST17, dSPF12, AL17], device [CC13, LCM15, LMC16, OTM18], DevOps [EAD17, JbAPT18], diagrams [GA18], differences [KJ14], differential [BH16], direct [San14], directed [NHLTI], directions [MGW17, RPV12], Dirichlet [EKG18], disasters [McQ12], Discovering [yCP12, PJS17, BSB16], discovery [MLM16], discriminative [HCL17], distance [Pri12], distinguished [OP14, PP14], distributed [BCSS18, FPA17, LMDVT12, Pri12, RBDG15, SKK18, THP13, UFF18, dSPF12,
distribution [CN12, PBSA17].
distrust [PNL12].
divergence [MGW+17].
documentation [NSDP15, PJS+17].
does [GKS+12, RZL+15, SWT+16].
domain [ATR+17, APL+14, BSEA14, JN12, KKN+19, MMC14, RPZ14].
domain-based [APL+14].
down [AAA13].
drive [NRB13].
driven [AMH15, BJF12, BCD14, CLAD17, De 16, DP15, GGPT12, HF12, HD17, SZ12, WWKC18].
driver [CNPR13].
driving [MKMW18].
DSL [BCD14].
DSL-driven [BCD14].
Dthreads [FZW+18].
Dual [XLWZ15].
duplicate [ATR+17].
duration [Hou14].
Dynamic [Cao12, BCD16, CsZZ+13, GS12, HBB12, RPZ14, SAM13, WRC+13].
Dynamics [II17, dSLBF15].
each [Kra13].
Early [PRNR14, AN18, LHEG18].
economical [Pot16].
Ecosystem [BO18, OB17].
ecosystems [HB16].
ECQA [ISK15, KBM+12].
editing [ZKZH14].
edition [PF18].
editor [GW12, HAE14, HZR16, KLG17, RBM16].
Editorial [Ano13, BMP13, BMCP14a, BMCP14b, BMCP15, BME16, CDR17, CDF13, CLC14, CT13, FKW13, GW12, HOJ15, HAE14, HZR16, KÖ16, KLG17, KDK13, LP17, MC14, MAD12, MGW+17, MP16, PP14, RPZ14, RH12, SPC16].
Editors [BM12b, BMCP14c, CDR12, NSBR12, RPV12].
edits [ZKK13].
education [Sir18].
educational [De 16].
effect [FAA+17, ZKZH14].
effective [EPG18, GJC+18, NSDP15, VvV15].
effectiveness [ASG18, AL15, HH12].
Effectivity [Pot16].
efficiency [JPvdW+17, LSW13].
Efficient [ARSH16, ACM+14, SSL15].
Effort [RCL19, TGE17, AL15, AN18, BCC+15, BH16, EIA19, GS18b, HOJ15, HIA19, IA18a, IAA18b, KFY13, LHA+16, PBSA17, vdGK12].
electronics [HB16].
elicitation [AL17, DFGP18].
Embedded [BSEA14, DT18, MPB16].
Emerging [GJ13].
Empirical [ABG18, AAJE13, EIA19, HSvG17, LSBV16, LSBV17, PA14, ALK+17, BKZ13, CO13, CWBC17, CNS14, FQA17, GdOK18, JPvdW+17, JRSS13, KRR+16, LMB12, LGS+17, LML+18, NXC13, NMA+17, PCP18, RHD+16, SS18, TBP+17, VMSH13, ZKZH14].
employing [MPB16].
empowering [MMJB16].
Enabling [PB17].
enactment [THP+16].
encapsulation [Al 15].
Energy [JPvdW+17, FAA+17, SWT+16].
eengineered [GAA18].
Engineering [OP14, PP14, RRDPD+13, ARD+12, ATR+17, BSEA14, BJF12, Bor16, BDB+18, CKR18, GKHE18, GGPT12, GWA15, HBM+16, JW12, KÖ16, KFT14, LMB12, LP17, LFT19, LHIE18, MAD12, MBMR19, OEC17, OMTR12, PNL12, Fri12, RPZ14, RPV12, RDD+12, RRG15, SWKD15, WKB+15, dGNFAT17].
engines [MVP12].
entrepreneur [MMJB16].
entrepreneurial [TWFF18].
entrophy [EIA19].
entrepreneurial [EIA19].
Envelopment [CS13].
environment [AN17, SKK+18].
environmental [JMMC18].
environments [GGGBEM18, PSMM19].
Error [LHA+16].
estimate [BH16].
estimation [AL15, AN18, BCC+15, EIA19, GS18b, HOJ15, HIA19, IA18a, IAA18b, PBSA17, RCL19, TGE17].
ETGM [KRG+13].
ethics [MdGC+17].
European [FKW13, CDF13].
EuroSPI [BMCP14c, AOAG16, De 16, DHH+16, KTHS16, LSCP16, MPS+16, MMJB16, Pot16, RFM16, BMP13].
evaluate [FQA17].
Evaluating [HH12, HIA19, IAA18a, QBO+13, ISK15].

Evaluation [WPVS14, AN18, Bab12, CLAD17, El 18, EIA19, ECRJFZ13, HHW12, LMdVT+12, LB13, NSBR12, UGI+14, VMSH13, WCS14].

events [ZCL+18]. evidence [PA14, dSPF+12]. evidence-based [dSPF+12]. Evolution [CNPR13, KDK13, MAzGB18, PF18, AJP14, BH16, BCD13, CDR12, CKG15, CS13, CKS18, GK13, GG14, GRHBO14, HH12, KRG+13, KKW18, LGS+17, LLLW18, MDV+18, MP16, NXC13, PTK13, RHL15, SJA+14, SR19, WYW+13].

evolution-based [BH16]. evolutionary [BPKZ16, Bol13, JPW+17, KRR+16, KCH]. evolvability [RAj18b]. Evolving [FDM+18, HsvG17, JWP+16, RPZ14].

EXACT [ADFT16]. examination [CO13, RGS+15, SS18]. examining [Pri12].

example [GRK17, GEK14].

Excel [AHH17, ADFT16].

executables [CSZZ+13]. Execute [SJG+14].

execution [AAA13, AM16, BJF12, CSZZ+13, MAD+14, SJA+14, UTZ13].

exhaustive [KGW13]. Experience [AOAG16, BMP13, De 15, KK14, HOD+14, LSCP16, TKS+14, WWK18]. experiences [BMP13, BMCP14e, LS19, RBFM15].

Experiment [AL15, De 16].

Experimentation [FDM+18].

experiments [QBO+13]. expert [RHD+16].

explication [HBH12]. Exploiting [SAK17].

explorative [HLP15]. exploratory [MDV+18, Nia12, SGAP14, SJA+14, SKR15, WPXZ13, ZKJ12]. Exploring [WKB+15].

Extended [LLJ+14, QSM15].

Extending [KL18, KPG14, MKMW18].

extent [CO13].

external [LML+18].

factors [AN17, BABW12, BDB+18, ECRJFZ13, JMMC18, KHR18, Nia15, RK18b, TBP+17, WKB+15, Yag18].

factory [LSCP16]. failure [ZKK13].

failure-inducing [ZKK13].

fault [CS19, LAF+18, LLJ+14, PA16, SPC16].

faults [BKZ13, DP15].

FaultTracer [ZKK13].

Fear [PNL12]. feasibility [KFT14]. Feature [DRGP13, BDGR12, EKG18, HZ14, HCL+17, LYL+12, LML16, WPXZ13].

feelings [GWA15].

fermented [BMCP15]. file [ZKZH14]. filter [HIA19].

financial [VvV15].

find [BO18].

Finding [GJC+18]. Findings [SK18, CKP15].

firefly [KTYK16].

Five [RAj18b, CDR17]. fix [Hou14, TBP+17].

fix-inducing [TBP+17]. fixing [OKO+17].

flexibility [NBF18].

flexible [GNIS18].

FLOSS [GRHBO14].

flow [QSM15].

fluctuations [PCMCAC14]. focus [TRC+17].

focused [KLKC+14].

focusing [CMCG+12].

forecasting [Hou14].

Foreword [SA17].

Formal [NL18, AMH15, BGM18, WZ17].

Formalizing [BDGR12].

formulas [AHH17].

Formulation [NEU+19].

forward [ACM+14].

FOSS [DP15].

four [GS12, PBEA17].

four-loop [GS12].

four-stage [PBEA17].

fragmentation [CSGR17].

Framework [SS18, AMH15, Bab12, BCC+15, BLGZ18, Bor16, ECRJFZ13, KO13, LS14, LCM+15, LMC16, LB13, MMK16, NBF18, OKA14, PKY14, RMCLGAM14, TGE17, TNLJ+17, UWGP15, UG+14, TST17].

Framing [PA16].

fraud [IZJG18].

full [CLAD17].

full-tier [CLAD17].

functional [GNIS18, MBMCP18].

functions [LSBV16, LSVB17, QSM15].

Future [MGW+17, EAK13, McQ12, MKMW18].

fuzzy [El 18, HIA19, Yag18].

genealogies [BKZ13].

generalized [Hou14].

generating [LSRT16].

generation [NRB13].

genealogic [CN12].

German [PBDJ16].

getting [GKS+12].

GitHub
Global [JW12, Bab12, CN12, GKS+12, HLP15, IK17, II17, JWP+16, KKN+19, LMB12, MAD12, NMA+17, NPLP12, PL14, PNL12, Pri12, RK18a, RPV12, RMCLGAM14, SRSEGA14, UWGP15, dGNFAT17, AL17].

globally [BCSS18, Pri12, THP13].

goal [SZ12], goal-driven [SZ12].
good [NEU+19].

goal-driven [SZ12].

governance [ISK15].

government [ISK15].

goodness [MAzGB18].

group [ASG18, MPB16].

grouping [JMCC18].

groupware [Bab12].
groupware-supported [Bab12].
growth [CS19, FDM+18, HSvG17].
growth [CS19, FDM+18, HSvG17].

handling [SN14, VvV14].

hands [Bor16].

hands-on [Bor16].
hashing [Kos14].

hand [GdOK18].

health [OFAT+18, PDP18, RLMC19, CRK18].

hemodialysis [LHR18].

hierarchy [SKK+18].

High [GCM14, BW18, HMMR18].

High-maturity [GCM14], higher [BPKZ16], historical [EAK13], history [OKA14], hoc [OB17], homogeneous [HIA19].

Horizontal [HZ14, UC12].

human [ABG18, WPXZ13], human-centric [WPXZ13].

Hybrid [BHJk12, FPA17, JMR18, OMT18, SGAP14].

hyperheuristic [BLGZ18].

I/O [BMZP14].

ICPC [RBM16].

ICSM [CT13].

ICSSP [KOPR17, PBKT16, RPZ14].

idea [NRB13].

identification [HCL+17, LMDVT+12, PRNR14, RAS+13].

identifier [GDAG13].

Identifying [CKP15, GFKH18, KKT12, QSM15, SVB+17].

IEC [LSCP16, MFA12, MM14, PHJ15, RFM16, SGSGYO19, TKS+14, VNM14, WCS14].

IEEE [PF18].

II [GS12].

Image [GS18a, Raj18a].

Impact [EKG18, SJG+14, BL15, BABW12, CN12, HLWL15, LHEG18, PJ16, SWT+16, SS18].

impacts [PCP18].

imperfect [CS19].

implementation [CSZZ+13, FMC+15, KK14, LCMCPA15, Nia12, Nia15, SGSGYO19, SS18].

implementing [A¨OAG16].

improvement [BM12a, BM13, CDO+13, LYL+12, THP13, VvV14, dH13, MMK16, UFF18].

imputations [IAA18].

incident [VvV14, VvV15].

inconsistent [CKS18].

Increasing [LSW13].

Incremental [Kos13, GK13].

indexing [CDO+13].

India [SW12].

indicators [GKS+12].

individual [JMCC18].

inducing [TBP+17, ZKK13].

Industrial [BMP13, BCMCP14c, KCH+17, LSW13, LS14, RL14, SK18].

industry [CWBC17, MDSSMS15, MAL+13, NGvD13, NRBl13, SSA15].

inferred [MBMR19].

influence [ECRFZ13, RTCL16].

influencing [JMCC18], informal [DMS12].

Information [Ano14a, Ano14b, Ano14c, Ano14d, Ano14e, Ano14f, Ano14g, Ano14h, Ano14i, Ano14j, Ano14k, Ano14l, Ano15a, Ano15b, Ano15c, Ano15d, Ano15e, Ano15f, Ano15g, Ano15h,
[NGvD13, RL14, RL15]. migrations [TFPB14]. minds [RTCL16]. Mining
[BCD16, GRK17, yCP12, JGHA14, JPW+17, PJ+17, RA15, STW14, UTZ13, ZTG16]. Misaligned [LFT19]. mission [CPR15].
[GCS14]. Mobile [PKY14, TRC+17, AMB18, CLAD17, LGS+17]. Model
[GEK14, GHE18, OB17, SKWD15, AMH15, AHA17, ASACG13, BDGR12,
BMM19, BH16, BSEA14, BJF12, ÇD19, DP15, FTW16, GGBEM18, GS12,
GJC+18, GdOK18, GGPT12, HD17, Hou14, LMVT+12, dSLBF15, MBMR19, MFCP14,
MAMY19, NHTL17, NL18, OMT12, PGMA15, PBSA17, RCL19, RF16,
SRSEGA14, SLVOP18, SVK+14, SSA15, SGD+13, SG17, TST17, WWC18,
dSPF+12, RRDPD+13, STW14]. model-based [BSEA14, GGBEM18].
model-driven [AMH15, BJF12, DP15, HD17]. modeler
[PJ16]. Modeling
[MGUA14, BHZK12, BJF12, GGBEM18,
JM18, MCL+18, PJ16, RAS+13, RAM15,
SS18, TNLJ+17, ZK12, ZKW18]. Modell
[KFT16]. modelling [CS19, FZW+18]. models
[ABB14, DS17, HAN18, HHW12, KTYK16, KLC+14, KLY18, JS12,
RRDPD+13, VMSH13, ZK12]. modern
[KJS+13]. modernization [PCdGCP13]. modification
[HAN18]. modularization
[DMT13]. modules [BPKZ16]. monitoring
[AYB+18, LWY+16]. Motivators
[NMA+17]. moving [AL15]. multi
[BCSS18, GHE18, H16, KK14, OKÖ+17, UC12]. multi-case [BCSS18].
multi-criteria [HB16]. multi-objective
[GHE18, OKÖ+17]. multi-sourcing
[UC12]. multi-standard [KK14].
Multicloud [LM18]. Multicriteria [El 18].
multidimension [KBHG17]. multilevel
[VMSH13]. multimodel [KKT12, LS14].
multiobjective [KRR+16]. multiplatform
[SR19]. multiple [BM12a, MPB16].
multisourcing [SK18].

NasBASE [KÖ16]. natural [dGNA+16].
natural-language [dGNA+16]. nature
[CN12]. navigability [VMSH13]. need
[DS17]. needs [MDSSMS15, RDD+12].

network [JbAPT18, KTYK16, WYW+13]. networks
[MMK16, PGAP17, VvV15].
natural [KTYK16]. next [RPV12]. no
[CKMN15]. nonfunctional [SGD+13].
norminating [WZ17].
nuclearization [BL15]. noun [CDO+13]. noun-based
[CDO+13]. nuclear [VNM14].

O [BMZP14]. obfuscation [SWT+16].
object [AI 15, EAK13, JWP+16, KRG+13].
object-oriented
[AI 15, EAK13, JWP+16, KRG+13].

Objective
[De 16, GHE18, KRR+16, OKÖ+17].
Objective-driven [De 16]. offshoring
[BABW12]. Onboarding [BCSS18].

Online
[BGV18, FDM+18]. Ontology [PCCP14].

Ontology-based [PCCP14]. open
[Cap13, HZ14, KFYI13, LGS17, NXC13].
open-source [LGS17, NXC13].
OpenPPM [MMJB16]. operation
[NSBR12]. operations [KFT16]. operator
[ZCL+18]. opportunities
[Cap13, CdMSNdCM+14].

optimization [NSDP15, WSB14]. optimization-based
[NSDP15, WSB14]. optimizing [HMMR18].

ter [SAS17]. ordinal [MV14].
organization [NBF18, WWC18].
organizations
[BM19, ÇD19, ECRJFZ13, ECRJFZ16,
dH13, KHR18, LFT19, PRGP12]. oriented
[ARD+12, AI 15, Aaje13, BHZK12, EAK13,
JWP+16, JMR18, KRG+13, UC12, WPXZ13, WRC+13, ZWK18. origins [DRW14]. osmosis [LMB12], other [Kra13]. outcome [WK18+15]. outsourced [CRP14]. outsourcing [EK15, UC12].

programs [MdlRT19]. progressive [PBSA17]. Project [AN18, AHA17, AN17, Dow14, GBRHO14, MGUA14, MMJB16, MM14, PCP18, PCMCAC14, Pri12, RGS+15, dSPF+12]. projects [AHA17, BM12a, BCSS18, CKMN15, Cap13, CN12, DFGP18, GKS+12, JWP+16, JMCC18, LMVT+12, dSLBF15, NPLP12, PGAP17, PNL12, RCL19, Yag18].
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